
What is the Play With a Pro Academic Solution?
Play With a Pro Academic Solution supports students and teachers with easy access to Play With a Pro video  
material – all the video lessons needed for the desired instruments, at a great price. Instantly stream videos  
in HD quality, or download in HD quality to view at your convenience. It’s our goal to reach and educate as many  
students as possible. That´s the reason why we’ve made this very affordable solution.

Your personal video library
Students and teachers alike can build and customise their own individual video libraries, populating them only with  
the Play With a Pro videos of personal interest.  It’s easy: simply download the video of choice or log in to the cloud 
player and watch the video as it’s instantly streamed.

Subscription = unlimited access
An annual subscription to our Academic Solution gives complete and unlimited access to the subscribed material, 
in both streamed and downloaded formats. We’re continuously adding new videos to our library too, which are also 
included in the subscription price.

Supported on every device
The Academic Solution is supported by all devices and across platforms, meaning any computer, smartphone  
or tablet with an iOS, Android or even Linux operating system can access it.

Right now, there are over 85 hours of material  
available… and counting. 

Play With a Pro Academic Solution:
For schools, universities and other educational institutions.

Emmanuel Pahud - Flute
Charles Neidich - Clarinet
David Campbell - Clarinet

Yehuda Gilad- Clarinet
Lee Morgan - Clarinet

Adam Simonsen - Clarinet
Kristian Steenstrup - Breathing Guru

Gustavo Núñez - Bassoon 
Sergio Azzolin - Bassoon

Ole Kristian Dahl - Bassoon
Reinhold Friedrich - Trumpet

David Bilger - Trumpet
Roger Bobo - Brass

Francois Leleux - Oboe
Hansjorg Schellenberger - Oboe

Radovan Vlatkovic- Horn
Elliot Carter- Composer

Watch on 

your computer,

Tablet or 

Smartphone

Our featured Artists

* Unlimited number of students and teachers from the same institution.

Price list:

1 month SUBSCRIPTION

12 monthS PROMO SUBSCRIPTION

US$ 99

US$ 990

One month access to all current content

One year access to all current and future released content

Playwithapro.com


